Reminders:
 Every day, please send your child to
school with their book bag (ensure
their reading book and library book are
in their book bag ) and a named water
bottle containing water
 Please ensure your child has a set of
spare clothes in school and weather
appropriate clothes e.g. sun hat,
wellies, coat etc.
 Please apply sun cream to your child
before they come to school
 When you read with your child at
home please put a message on
Tapestry so we know how they read at
home

Communication and Language

PSED
 We will continue to follow the whole
school scheme Jigsaw. This term the
theme is: Changing Me

 We will be encouraging the children to
offer explanations for why things might
happen.

 We will focus on how the children have
changed from being a baby to now and
what future changes they may go through.
We will talk about moving to Year 1 and
the changes this move will bring

 As we learn about different artists, we will
be introducing new vocabulary and
encouraging them to use it in discussions
and explanations.

UK and Poland Reception Classes
Term 6 (Summer 2) 2022
Topic: Jack and the Beanstalk / A Seed in Need

 Sports Day and ‘Stay and Play’:
Tuesday 14th June
 School Trip to Beale Park: Monday 20th
June

Expressive Arts and Design
 We will continue to learn and sing
songs, as well as think about the
impact music has when added to
stories
 Children will draw illustrations to add
to their innovated Jack and the
Beanstalk story
 Weekly singing sessions with Miss
Butler and Miss Hale will continue

Maths

Understanding of the World
 At Forest School, we will study the
different plants, trees and wildlife.
 We will plant sunflower seeds and
learn about growth and decay
 We will explore similarities and
differences between families

 We will continue to develop a deep
understanding of number bonds to 10 by
focusing on subtraction, and learning
subtraction is the inverse of addition
 We will count in 10s and 2s and use this
knowledge to solve simple problems


We will continue to exploring teen
numbers and practise counting to 100 and
beyond.

Physical Development
 This term the children will all take part in
Sports Day
 We will continue to ensure all the children
are holding their pencil using a tripod grip
and can write more fluently.
 The children will alternate weekly between
an indoor and outdoor P.E lesson. Inside
we will focus on balance and jumping
when using the apparatus. Outside the
focus will be team games.

Literacy
 We will continue to practise writing
sentences which can be read by others,
and encourage children to extend their
writing. Children will be given plenty of
opportunities to read and write for a
purpose
 Children will learn to retell a version of
Jack and the Beanstalk using key
vocabulary. Children will then innovate
Jack and the Beanstalk to create their own
version of the story
 Children will write and illustrate their own
book of Jack and the Beanstalk
 Independent reading and writing will
continue to be encouraged with a focus on
reading and writing for a purpose
 Continue will attend the library every
week and listen to a variety of stories.

